
SoftWord - back to traditional games with social interaction, 
challenging and exciting!
Our 3 level set of games focuses on developing vocabulary through 
memory and matching. The vocabulary is based on children’s natural 
language development. The topics include colors, animals, nouns, 
verbs, and adjectives. The drawings are hand painted and catch  the 
child’s attention and interest. 

 Level one - picture - picture match 
Level two - picture - written word match

Level three - threesome matching of 2 pictures and 
a written word. The third level is very challenging and 
exciting. It allows for more complicated game play 
like blocking and swapping that challenges the 
memory even more. 

YoungSoftRead - for pre-school & kindergarten
The perfect method to teach reading in a unique way preventing any 
dyslexic confusion or obstacles!
YoungSoftRead teaches the reading technique by using symbols, 
which introduce all of the letters and their sounds.The learner decodes 
the symbols and then the letters and converts them into sounds and 
immediately connects them into units of sounds i.e. syllables.
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This program also practices writing and new 
vocabulary (for non-native speakers) is introduced 
as more sounds/letters are acquired. 
Native speakers of English also practice 
reading of "non-sense" words to focus on and 
implement the technique of reading rather than 
capturing whole words as a visual picture 
(global reading). 
This special method ensures accurate reading 
without any dyslexic confusion. 

YoungSoftRead offers a very large 
range of tasks (circling, coloring, 
highlighting, sorting, completing, 
copying, comparing and filling in 
blanks). It is suitable for independent 
learning as well.

AdvancedSoftRead - all reading/writing patterns 
Introduces and explains all the reading/writing patterns of English 
in a logical and friendly way and practices them through varied 
activities like circling, highlighting, completing, copying, and 
reading. All of which is accompanied by colorful illustrations.
Again, this method prevents any dyslexic confusion and ensures 
fluent reading and spelling. 
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